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Pitch  Extraction by Trigonometric  Curve  Fitting 

K. STEIGLITZ, G.  WINHAM, AND J. PETZINGER 

Abstract-An  algorithm  is  proposed for  extracting  the  pitch 
of  voiced  speech. The  method is based on  approximating a 
given segment of  the speech  waveform  in  a  least-squares  sense 
by a finite  Fourier series. In  the  approximation  the  funda- 
mental  frequency of the Fourier  series, as well as its coeffi- 
cients, is considered  variable. 

I. LEAST-SQUARES FORMULATION AND SOLUTION 

We consider (2M + 1) consecutive values of a  digital  speech 
signal S ( k ) ,  k = - M ,  * , M. If this signal were  a  sample of a 
voiced phoneme, we would  have the  finite  Fourier series 
representation 

where p i ( k )  is a  cosine  polynomial of degree i ,  q . ( k )  is a  sine 
polynomial of degree j ,  w is the  fundamental  irequency of 
repetition,  and  the  and  are  constants. With this  hypothe- 
sis, we may  estimate  the (Yi, pi, and w in  a  least-squares  sense 
by  minimizing 

M 
F(a, A w )  = [ a ’ p ( k ,  + P‘q& - S(k)I2 (2) 

k =-M 

where (Y, p , p ( k ,  a), and q ( k ,  w )  are  appropriately  defined vec- 
tors. 

We can  now use a  device of Lanczos [l ] to break the  func- 
tion F into  two pieces. Write 

S ( k )  = S e ( k )  + S o ( k )  (3) 

where 

S e ( k )  = [ S ( k )  + S ( - k ) ] / 2  

s l ~ y  rrucecuu IU .J UOD*U 
am ‘is with t& departmeit of MUS~C, Princeton University, 

- -tz&ge.r ‘is with’  Stevens Institute of Technology,  Hoboken, N.J. 
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Of030.  

S o ( k )  = [ S ( k )  - S ( - k ) ] / 2  

are the even and odd  parts of S ( k ) ,  respectively.  Equation (2) 
then  becomes 

The weighting  implied by EO = $ can be incorporated  into 
what follows, but will have a  small  effect and  complicate  the 
discussion.  Hence, we will take eo = 1 for convenience, and 
consider the  error 

M 
F’(cY, p, 0) = [(Y‘p(k, W )  - Se(k )12  

k =O 

For fixed O, we can  minimize F’ with  respect to (Y and 0. If 
we choose  the pi and q .  to  be orthonormal  sets of poly- 
nomials over k = 0, . - - , d, the resulting function of w can  be 
written  simply as 

M M 
rninF’(a,p,  w )  = [ S e ( k ) I 2  + [ S 0 ( k ) l 2  - H ( o )  
0r.P k =O k=O 

where 
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To summarize, we  have shown  that  the least-squares  estimate 
of LJ in the  Fourier series (1) is a value that maximizes H(o)  
in (8). This function  requires  for each  evaluation at  a point 0 
the  computation of (2N + 1 )  (M + 2 )  products, where N  har- 
monics  are  used  in  the  model;  assuming the  orthonormal 
trigonometric  polynomials  are  precomputed at  the frequency 
used. 

Orthonormal  trigonometric  polynomials  can  be  generated  for 
fixed w by  recurrence  relations given by  Newbery and  Hunter 
[2], [3]. As they  show,  these  polynomials  can  be  generalized 
to arbitrary weighting (corresponding to a  window on  the 
data),  and to unequally  spaced  data  points.  This recursive 
method of generating orthogonal polynomials [4]  and trigono- 
metric  polynomials [ 21, [3] is well known in  numerical 
analysis, and  Newbery in  fact  tested a class of orthogonal 
trigonometric  polynomials  by  applying  them to a  periodicity 
search. 

11. A SIMPLE SEARCH ALGORITHM 
We are  left  with  the  problem of maximizing the  function 

H(w)  in (8). The  algorithm  described  here is the simplest one 
for dealing  with this one-dimensional  problem:  search  over  a 
fixed grid of points.  The range of  possible frequencies is 
sampled at  L points 0 1 ,  * * - , wL,  and  the  first  estimate W, 
computed as 

H( w,) = max H( q). (9) 

This is then  refined to a  final  estimate w’ by passing a  quadratic 
function thTough the  points H(o,,), H(w,), and H(w,,), and 
defining w to be  the value of ,W which  maximizes this 
quadratic. (If r = 1 or L, we take w = w,.) 

This grid search method, while  expensive  computationally, 
has several  advantages. First,  it is global and will find the region 
of highest H even  if H has  many  local  maxima  (assuming that 
the grid is sufficiently  fine).  Second,  it  does  not  rely on a 
previous estimate  and  hence  its  accuracy will not be  affected 
by  errors  made  in  other frames. Third,  it uses the values of the 
orthonormal  trigonometric  polynomials at  a  fixed set of 
frequency  points, so that these  can  be  precomputed  and  stored 
once  and  for all. Last, it is very simple to program. It should 
be clear that  these advantages  can  be  sacrificed  with  correspond- 
ing  gains in  computation  time  and space. We concentrate  here 
on showing the effectiveness of the approach  without  attempt- 
ing to optimize speed. 

i 

IiI. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS AND COMMENTS  ON SPEED 

The  implementation  for  which  experimental  results  are  de- 
scribed in  the  next  section was arranged  as  follows. The 
original  speech  (male  speaking  voice) was sampled at  15 kHz 
and  frames of length  350  points were analyzed  for  pitch.  The 
digitized signal  was  low-pass filtered,  and  every  tenth sample 
taken, so that  the effective  Nyquist  frequency  was 750 Hz, and 
the  frame  length was  (2M + 1 )  = 35, or M = 17.  Thus  the  data 
are  smoothed  and  decimated  in a  way  which  insures that  the 
first  formant at  least is retained. 

The  frequency  range  70 to 210 Hz (this may  be too restric- 
tive for  some male  speakers) was sampled at  50 points,  equally 
spaced,  and the  number of harmonics  chosen to be 

N = min [ 5, Nyquist  frequency/fundamental  frequency] 

so that  the  number of harmonics  in  the  model varied from 5 
at the lowest  pitch to 3 at  the highest. The  total  number of 
orthonormal  functions, at  all frequencies, was then  492,  and 
this  should be multiplied by ( M  + 2) = 19 to yield the  number 
of multiplications  per-  frame,  ignoring the small amount of 
computation  required  for  the  quadratic  interpolation,  and  the 
initial  generation of the  orthonormal polynomials.  Thus, the 
method  required  about  9348  multiplications  per  frame  (and 
that  many  words of storage).  The’frames  were allowed to over- 
lap  by 100 points, so that  60  frames were  analyzed  per  second, 
corresponding to 560 880 multiplications  per  second of speech. 

This amount of computation was found practical for small 
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Fig. 1. Pitch con;yur for  the utterance “This  work was done  twenty 

by  eye. The dpen circles are unsmoothed  estimates dete-ed by 
(thousand) . . . The solid curve is  pitch as estimated and smoothed 

the algorithm. 

specimens of speech on  the IBM 360/91,  where  the  total 
analysis,  including  linear  predictive  coding  and the low-pass 
filtering, ran in about 6 times  real  time, using Fortran H .  
Clearly, the  computational  and  storage  requirements need to 
be  reduced if the  method is to be practical on smaller and 
slower computers.  One  obvious way to reduce  computation 
time is to sample the frequency grid coarsely,  narrowing down 
the range of frequencies  considered  before  sampling  finely. 
Another possibility is using the previous frame’s pitch  estimate 
to narrow the search. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Two  types of computational  experiments were  performed; 

the first  type  on artificially  generated  frames,  and the second 
type  on  actual male  speech. The  synthetic waveforms were 
Fourier  series of the same  form as the  model,  with varying 
amounts of additive  noise,  and  with  the  frequency changing 
linearly over a  frame  by  varying  amounts.  The  rms  error  in 
pitch for 88 equally  spaced values of W ,  and  no noise or  fre- 
quency  modulation, was 0.35 Hz. Note  that a  systematic  error 
is caused by  the  fact  that .the  number of harmonics  in the 
model  changes from 5 to 4 at  150 Hz, and  from  4 to 3 at  187.5 
Hz.  When the  actual  pitch is slightly  below  these  points, the 
error  can  be  as large as 2.3 Hz. This  could  be  compensated 
for,  but  the emphasis  here is on  the simplicity of the algorithm. 
The  method  performed well down to an  rms signal-to-noise 
ratio of 2, and  frequency  modulations of 6 Hz/frame,  produc- 
ing an  rms  error  in  pitch of 2.56 Hz in  the  extreme case of rms 
signal-to-noise ratio of 2  and a frequency  sweep of 6 Hz/frame. 

Figs. 1 and 2 show  typical  unsmoothed  pitch  contours  for 
the  one male  speaker  tested (GW). The speech was synthesized 
by analysis,  using the  pitch  estimates  from  the  present  method, 
and  linear  predictive  coding using 250-point  frames, the co- 
variance method [5]  (non-Toeplitz  matrix  method),  and no 
window. A fixed  threshold of 2-7 on  the normalized  minimum 
error was  used for the voiced-unvoiced decision,  and Figs. 1 
and  2  show  only the frames that were determined  in  this way 
to be voiced.  Also shown is the hand-tracked  pitch, obtained 
by  estimating every pitch  period  by  eye  and  smoothing the re- 
sult. It is seen that  the gross errors of the  algorithm  occur at  
the  onset  and cessation of voicing, as would  be  expected by  the 
fact  that in  these cases the waveform  changes  drastically over 
one  frame. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
A method has  been  proposed for extracting  the  pitch of 

voked  speech, based on best fit by trigonometric  polynomials. 
The  method  has  the advantages of being simple to program, 
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Book Reviews 

Signal Processing-J. W. R. Griffiths, P.  L. Stocklin,  and C. van 
Schooneveld,  Eds.  (New  York and  London, England:  Aca- 
demic, 1973,  775  pp., $42.00). Reviewed by Albert H. 
Nuttall. 

This  book  contains  the  papers  presented  at  the  North  At- 
lantic  Treaty Organization  Advanced Study  Institute  on Signal 
Processing,  with  Particular  Reference to Underwater  Acous- 
tics,  held at Loughborough,  England,  August  21-September 1, 
1972.  Contributors to the Proceedings were from Austria, 
France,  Germany,  Italy, The Netherlands,  Norway,  Canada, 
England, and  the United  States.  The  representatives  sum- 
marized the  state of the  art in their  fields of their  respective 
countries,  as of mid-1972, in a  series of short papers  (10-20 

Papers of both  tutorial and  research  character were pre- 
sented  in  the fields  of  spectrum  analysis,  numerical  processing 
methods,  acoustics and  propagation,  detection  and  estimation, 
array  processing,  adaptive  processing and  normalization,  and 
display  processing.  Each  paper was followed  by  a  question- 
and-answer  period, the  content of which is also  presented in 
the book. The ample  list of references  afforded by  most of 
the  contributors  should  afford  interested readers the  oppor- 
tunity  to quickly  obtain relevant  past  work done  in foreign 
countries  and  thereby avoid some  duplication  of  effort. 

The  quality of all the articles is very  good;  among  the  out- 
standing  ones (in  this reviewer’s opinion)  are  those on time- 
frequency  energy  distributions,  cepstrum  analysis, Walsh 
functions,  minimum  detectable  signals  for  spectral  analyzer 
systems,  modeling of array  inputs,  and  a large section  on 
adaptive  array processing. 

pages). 

Since  each  paper is necessarily  confined to a  few pages, com- 
plete  derivations  of important  results  or  techniques are natu- 
rally not  presented.  Interested readers  must obtain  the  refer- 
enced  articles or rederive  relations  themselves.  Nevertheless 
the final  results  and  conclusions  are well documented  and give 
an  immediate  indication of the  state of progress and accom- 
plishment.  Considerable  background is required of the reader, 
as these  proceedings  detail  work on  the  forefront of  current 
research  (as of  mid-1972).  This book should be readable to 
graduate  students  and professional  scientists and engineers. 

The  cost of this  book,  approximately $40, is  hard to  justify 
as an individual  purchase. The  central  library of each  institu- 
tion  or  company could have a  loan  copy  from which  selected 
sections or papers  could  be  copied.  This  is  a  text  which  should 
be carried by  technical  libraries. 

Albert H. Nuttall (S’63-S’67-M’71) is with  the Naval Under- 
water  Systems  Center, New London, Conn.,  where  he  serves 
as a  Technical  Consultant  in the fields of signal  processing, 
estimation  techniques,  and  performance  evaluation.  He  has 
made  many contributions  in  the realm of  application of sta- 
tistical communication  theory to  practical  problems. 
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